
Titel
des
Angebotes

Supporting work in a Jewish kindergarten (IFD english)

Chiffre 134600(Nennen Sie uns diese Nummer, wenn Sie Kontakt aufnehmen)

Angebots -
beschreibung

DIE ROONIS is a Jewish kindergarten for children of 1 to 3 years of
age, comparable to the ‚Pe’uton’ in Israel. 10 to 12 children are
being taken care of from Monday to Friday by 3 nursery school
teachers. The „Roonis“ aim is to support children in addition to their
own families through everyday life and the turn of the year with all its
events, Jewish celebrations and festive days. There is a strong
focus on free play and social learning. In this age the children learn
substantial things about their surrounding world and about
themselves. The kindergarten is closely connected to the
Synagogue and participates actively in events and festivities. The
rabbinate gives support to the ROONIS.

Aufgabe
der
Freiwilligen

Pedagogical tasks
- support in nursing
- support during outings
- support during the daily pedagogical activities
- support in designing the daily program
- teaching about Jewish life, traditions, festivities
- teaching Hebrew
House keeping
- support in preparation, helping and cleaning around meals
- support cleaning and clearing
- support doing laundry
- support in shopping
Maintenance
- take care of the garden
- sweeping floors
- support small repairs and maintenance

Voraus -
setzungen

Empathy.
Joy and interest in the work.
Organizational talent and flexibility.
Capable to work in teams.
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Ability to work independently.
Communicative.
Cooperative.
Open for personal growth and learning.
Trustworthy.
Able to keep confidentiality.
Openness.
Languages: Hebrew and English.
Basic knowledge of Jewish religion and its traditions (festivities,
Kaschrut, etc.).
Driving license (desireable).
Certificate of good conduct.

Unterkunft
und
Ver -
pflegung

Food: some meals will be provided (kosher kitchen); the rest will be
handed out in cash.
Accomodation: Furnished room with access to bathroom and
cooking facilities.
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